
March highlights, industry news and happenings from Bedrock Automation.

In this month’s newsletter, we feel the need to continue coverage of the cyber security landscape, 
with incredible nation-state attacks and threats in the US and beyond. There is an urgent need to 
commercialize and deploy the technologies that can defend against this new reality. This is what 
drives our product capabilities with the recent release of Cybershield 3.0.

When both engineering and SCADA applications are encrypted and authenticated to an end-point 
root of trust, and all system modules have deep intrinsic security features, a defensive posture for 
these times can be deployed. Proving also that cyber analytics can be embedded in the secure 
runtime of the system at no additional cost, meaningful IT/OT convergence is also real. This is 
where we are with our open and secure platform. We will do our part and do our best.

Stay tuned as we share our experience and roadmap with you to continue moving the 
market toward Open and Secure Automation.  

Respectfully,

Albert Rooyakkers  
Founder, CEO 
Bedrock Automation

https://bedrockautomation.com/
https://bedrockautomation.com/


Delivering on promises: video highlights. In a 
recent video interview with ARC Analyst Mark Sen 
Gupta, Albert Rooyakkers updates the status of 
Bedrock Automation and the continued success in 
delivering on promises. This includes a summary of 
innovations in Cybershield 3.0 and his vision for 
continuing to drive automation costs lower while 
expanding cyber security protection in all directions 
– from local controllers to multi I/O point DCSs; 
from end users to the enterprise. Watch the full 
interview here.

Just because we're paranoid doesn't mean they 
aren't after you. In the past few weeks we have 
seen more evidence that the cyber threat to global 
industry and infrastructure is real. The recent news 
that Russian hackers have been targeting the U.S 
power grid and aviation since at least March 2016, 
while just this week the city of Atlanta was brought 
to its knees with the most severe ransomware 
attack on a US city. This underscores the need for 
cyber security to be integral to all forms of 
automation technology.

With Bedrock, detection of anomalies is embedded 
into the core electronics, along with encryption and 
authentication to ensure that these modern attacks 
can be thwarted.

Of course, retrofitting our whole power grid with 
intrinsic cyber security would take years, but our 
recently introduced secure proxy solution 
provides a secure gateway between a SCADA 
platform workstation and legacy controllers, 
protecting legacy control systems immediately, 
while they transition to long term solutions.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DsYhD3kVzc&feature=youtu.be&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sharpspring&sslid=M7E0NLYwsTQ1sbAwAgA&sseid=MzSzNDEyMLKwMAIA&jobid=d17d215a-c3c1-4bd8-9e33-5f7ee6a000ee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DsYhD3kVzc&feature=youtu.be&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sharpspring&sslid=M7E0NLYwsTQ1sbAwAgA&sseid=MzSzNDEyMLKwMAIA&jobid=d17d215a-c3c1-4bd8-9e33-5f7ee6a000ee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vux4tyno2KU&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sharpspring&sslid=M7E0NLYwsTQ1sbAwAgA&sseid=MzSzNDEyMLKwMAIA&jobid=d17d215a-c3c1-4bd8-9e33-5f7ee6a000ee
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-03-15/russian-hackers-attacking-u-s-power-grid-aviation-fbi-warns?utm_medium=email&utm_source=sharpspring&sslid=M7E0NLYwsTQ1sbAwAgA&sseid=MzSzNDEyMLKwMAIA&jobid=d17d215a-c3c1-4bd8-9e33-5f7ee6a000ee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vux4tyno2KU&utm_medium=email&utm_source=sharpspring&sslid=M7E0NLYwsTQ1sbAwAgA&sseid=MzSzNDEyMLKwMAIA&jobid=d17d215a-c3c1-4bd8-9e33-5f7ee6a000ee


SCADA Security eBook now Available. In 
keeping with the SCADA security emphasis, 
Bedrock product manager Chris Harlow joined 
ICONICS product manager Jotham Kildea in a 
recent IEEE webinar titled “SCADA Security: How 
Vulnerable are You and What You Can Do About It.” 
The content of this webinar formed the basis for a 
new ICONICS eBook, which describes the cyber 
threat landscape and hardware and software 
solutions to it. 

Download the ICONICS eBook here.
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